
MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT 

Edited by Mike Shand 

Staedtler 
The Marsmatic College Set in its blue durable plastic 

carrying case contains three Marsmatic 700 technical pens 
0.25, 0.35 and O.Smm, five Marsmatic "R" drawing ink car
tridges, one 0.5mm fineline pencil, twelve fineline "H" 
leads, one combi eraser and a compass attachmenL The set 
retails at £19.95 including VAT (normal price £30.14). 

The Marsmatic Technic Set contains all of the above 
items plus a Mars Masterbow compass, extension bar and 
a O.Smm lead.insen. The set retails at£31.90 including VKI 
(ilonnal price £44.50). 

The Marsmatic 3000 Duo is a pen which incorporates 
a durable fine fibre tip and a flexible soft foam marker in 
one pen and is available in 80 colours retailing at £1.20 each 
including VKI. Other products from Staedtler include a 
Micro Fineline Wallet containing 0.3, 0.5 and 0. 7mm pro
pelling pencils at £4.49 and a Marsgraphic.Liner 308 black 
waterprOOf ink fibre tip pen at SOp all including VAT. 

All these products and many more can be found in the 
latest presentation publicity pack available free from Staed
tler (UK) Ltd.; Pontyclun, Mid-Glamorgan, CF7 8YJ. 

Rotring 
The latest products from Rotting on special offer are 

two College Sets and a Compass seL The lsograph and 
Rapidograph College sets are on offer at£19;97 and£22. 70 
respectively plus VAT and each boxed set contains one 0.25, 
0.35 and O.Smm pens, ink bottle or cartridges, a T"lkky fine
lead 0.5mm pencil with spare leads, a TB20 combi-eraser 
and a perspex geometry lid which incorporates a ruler, 45 
degree and 60 degree set squares and a protractor. 

The Compass Set is on offer at £19.04 plus VKI and 
co~ one Masterbow compass, a small bow compass, an 
exteDSion bar, a 3.5/4mm compass attachment, a 2mm lead 
insert with spare leads and a geometry lid. 

Esselte Dymo 

Two new highlighters are available from Esselte 
Dymo, the Fluorescence 2 and the Fluorescence Extra 
Large. They are available in a wide range of line· widths and 
each contain two tips. The Fluorescence 2 has a fine bullet 
point and a medium chisel point and retails at 60p plus VKI. 
The Fluorescence Extra Large has a medium bullet point 
and a broad chisel point and retails at 86p plus VKI. 

TheCmabridge~ 

The Cambridge 'I)'pescale is an all-in.one design, ty
pographical and editorial tool for graphic artists, 
typeSetters. desktop publishers and many others who work 
with type. This handy pocket-sizedinstrumentismadefrom 
transparent PVC and can be more accurate than a steel or 
plastic type gauge, because its under printed markings come 
into direct contact with the page. The typeScale incorpor
ates a pica (1 pica= 12 points) and millimetre ruler, type 
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sizes from 6pt to 72pt, line widths from O.Spt to 6pt, depth 
scales from 7pt to 15pt and a very useful list of instruction 
marks used in the proof reading of texL The Cambridge Ty
pescale retails at £5.46 including VAT and should be 
available from most drawing suppliers, or from Technical 
Sales Ltd., 32-32a Lupus Stteet, London, SW1 V 3EA. 
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Fig.l The Cambridge~ 

The "Sticky Box" 
The "Sticky Box" is a package of non-toxic adhesives 

and rapes said to be the answer to all those difficult jobs. Its 
unique products are packed in their own customised "sticky 
box" allowing your adhesive or bonding needs to be effi
ciently cmied out and the materials put away for future use. 

The "sticky box" contains two adhesives in unbreak
able dispenser bottles, (NoMess Poster adhesive and 
NoMess Permanent adhesive), each with a applicator, a roll 
of PermaPeel double sided tape (one side permanent, the 
other removable) and guaranteed non-yellowing under 
severe sunlight. Universal double sided pads for more de-

. manding applications, a scalpel with blade protector and a 
full set of instructions. The "sticky box" retails at£14.99 for 
1-5 cartons, £12.99 for 6-10 cartons and £10.99 for 10 or 
more cartons, all excluding V KI. All produciS are also avail
able individually in a wide range of sizes, quantities and 
prices from Lionsure Adhesive Products, 15 Samson 
House, Arteri8l Road. Laindon, Essex, SS15 6DR. 

Mecanorma 
The Mecanonna Ceramic Line is a new range of 

knives/cutters and spatulas for transfer lettering and ad
hesive tones. The ceramic blades are said to be extremely 
durable and do not become blunt with use either on paper, 
card, transparencies or any other material commonly used 
in the design studio or drawing office. 

There are four instruments, the CL1, a cutter for paper 
and transparencies - £6.95; the CL2, a cutter for card, 
mounm, strong paper etc. - £7 .95; the CL3, a cutter with a 
ball mounted rotating blade for freehand cutting- £9.95; 
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and the CIA, a spatula for applying and bmnishing letter
ing, symbols and transfer screens etc. - £5.95. These four 
items can also be purchased as the 0..5 set for £29.95 - all 
prices exclude V AT. 

Letraset 

Letraset have introduced six new typefaces to their Le
tragraphia Premier Series - Ignatius, Demian Bold, 
Bordeaux Display, Aquitaine Initials, Pleasure Bold Shaded 
and Vermont International Typeface Corporation (ITC) a 
subsidiary of Esselte Letraset have recently released the 
ITC Jamille typeface family which includes three weights 
of roman and italic type. Oldstyle figures are available in 
all weights for both roman and italic with an addition of 
small caps for Book and Bold weights. 

~APHICA 
~ 

;...-----
ISSUE EIGHT ITC JAMILLE'" 

Ignatius ITC Jamille Book 
~&Id 

.. ITC Jamille Bold 
ITC Jamille Black 

lnaulii!IJ 
ITC Jamille Book Italic 

AQUITAINE INITIALS ITC Jamille Bold Italic 

l'lW!J!!! l}f)lJ) SiW>!Ji 
ITC Jamille Black Italic 

~ 

Fig. 2 Letragraphica 'l)pefaces 

Letracopy is a laserwriter graduated paper produced by 
Letraset Desktop Computer Publishing Systems. The con
tinuous tone colour is graduated vertically or horizontally 
across the A4 sheet and is available in 24 colours. It can be 
purchased as a 25 sheet box or a rainbow pack containing 
all24 colours retailing at £10-£11. 

Letramask is a new range of airbrush clear vinyl mask· 
ing fllms from Letraset. The film is offered in both gloss or 
satin matt finish and has a translucent low tack adhesive 
backing for easy repositioning and cutting. Letramask 
comes either as a pack of ten sheets 31 x 26cm (gloss £3.30, 
matt £3.52) or in three roll sizes - 31cm x 4m, 62cm x 4m 
and 62cm x 8m which retail at £3.11, £6.59 and £13.07 re
spectively for gloss finish with satin matt slightly more 
expensive. 

Letraset Waxcoater applies wax to most graphic or 
typesetting material surfaces used for paste-up. Paper is 
simply passed through the machine and wax is automati
cally applied to the back. The waxed material can then be 
positioned and repositioned if necessary, then bmnished 
down for a firm bond. Sheets from 3mm to 31cm (12") wide 
and any length can be waxed in a machine which offers a 
safe and simple alternative to spray adhesives or solvent
based glues. 

Linotype 

Linotype has added 8 new volumes to its Postscript 
fount library,- Corona, Eurostyle, Helvetica Compressed, 
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Lucida, Sans Roman, Memphis, Futura Medium and Futu
ra Condensed. The Linotype fount library now contains 50 
volumes of typefaces with all their various styles and sizes. 

The founts are available in both Apple Macintosh 3.5" 
or mM 5.25" disks and can be loaded into any Postscript 
language output device such as Laserwriters or a Linotronic 
imagesetter and retail between £75 and £302 depending on 
style and contents. 

Linotype now offer users the opportunity to purchase 
screen founts separately from printer founts. Previously 
users had to purchase complete volumes including printer 
and screen founts even when users were downloading to a 
shared laser printer or Linotronic imagesetter, now it is 
possible to buy only one complete volume of printer founts 
or separate screen founts. The Linotronic Postscript screen 
founts are available in packages of 10 volumes at a cost of 
£150 in either 3.5" or 5.25~ disk fonnats. 

Terminal Display Systems Ltd. (TDS) 
TDS are a company who produce a range of digitizers, 

user devices and accessories suitable for applications from 
data entry and menu-picking CAD work to large-scale map
ping and graphics systems. Their product list includes a 
range of user devices and accessories (cursors, styli, etc.), 
the LC Range of desktop digitizers, the HR Range of large 
fonnat high resolution digitizers, the Optigraphics 3000 
data capture and conversion system plus an LC or HR work
station customised to the specific needs of the user. 

The LC range are suitable for desk top or workstation 
applications and compatible with many popular CAD pack
ages and microcomputers. The LC12 is the smallest model 
in the LC range and takes A4 document sizes (landscape or 
portrait) on its 30.5 x 30.5cm (12" x 12") active area and 
has a choice of output formats and interfaces. The LCA3 
accepts A3 format 43.2 x 30.5cm (17" x 12") and is avail
able with a range of worlc surfaces and menu covers. The 
LC20 is available with an adjustable stand and has an ac
tive area of 50.8 x 50.8cm (20" x 20") and is suited for use 
with larger documents and printing or graphics application 
packages. 

The HR (high resolution) series of digitizers have been 
designed to meet the more exacting needs of high accuracy 
applications for precision and resolution. The HR20 has an 
active area of 50.8 x 50.8cm (20" x 20") and is similar to 
the LC20 but with the control electronics of the high resol
ution range.The HR48 is available with a power-lift stand 
and has an active area of 122 x 91cm (48" x 36") and is a 
large fonnat digitizer with features and options enabling it 
to meet complex system requirements. 

The Optigraphics 300 system, distributed in the UK by 
TDS, is an automatic drawing capture and conversion sys
tem, enabling technical drawings to be rapidly and 
accmately converted to digital format, for convenient stor
age and for use in CAD system output The main fea~ 
of the Optigraphics System are, fast and accurate scannmg 
of large data formats; automatic vectorisation and alpha
numeric character recognition; raster and vector editing; 
and output format compatibility with all major CAD sys
tems. 
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TDS are the largest manufacturers of digitizers in the 
UK and have developed their HR series specifically for 
Geographic/Cartographic applications. Peter Mingins (Pro
duct Specialist) would welcome any dialogue with users of 
digitizers in the GIS/Computer Cartography environment. 
particularly those involved in digitizing from source materi
al. 

Details of product specifications and cmrent prices are 
available from Tenninal Display Systems Ltd., Lower Phil
ips Road, Whitebirk Industrial Estate, Blackburn, Lancs., 
BB15TH. 

Cartographic Engineering Ltd. 
SB 215 Zoom Stereosketch - this instrument is in

tended to permit map revision by superimposing images of 
matching aerial photographs onto existing maps. Revision 
of maps from modem aerial photography may be under
taken easily by observers without photogrammetric 
training, thus enabling staff of specialist departments in 
urban planning, land use, geology, forestry, agriculture etc. 
to make their own appraisal of changes and perform their 
own map revision tasks. 

This is accomplished by an optical system which com
bines these images in the right hand eyepiece with the left 
hand optical train being used to view the stereoscopic 
matching print. thus aiding the interpretation of the photo
graphy. Scale changes of the photos are achieved by moving 
the large mirrors toward, or away from, the viewing head 
and re-focussing the viewing lens. This is then secured by 
a simple ring clamp and scale changes are achieved by use 
of the zoom lens. Once the right hand images are matched 
for scale, the revision can be carried out on the map with a 
hand held pencil. 

Designed to meet the demand for photo-interpretation 
and direct comparison of data at different scales, the SB 215 
Zoom Stereosketch is simple and easy to use instrument 
which represents a cost-effective method of transferring in
fonnation from photograph to map. 

AP 190 Analytical Plotter - this a simple yet precise 
photogrammetric instrument which compares in fimction, 
operation and accuracy to traditional stereo plotters. In
itially developed for wOik in forestry by Dr. W.W.Carson, 
this instrument now has more wide reaching applications in 
the provision of photogrammetric survey measurement as 
a complete package to the professional Personal Computer 
user. 

Real time removal of parallaxes, at 30 times per sec
ond, permits viewing of absolutely orientated stereo models 
from photography of any focal length. Observed photo po
sitions are output as three dimensional object co-ordinates. 
Rigid mathematical formulae published in the Manual of 
Photogrammetry are employed. with no approximations. 
The plotter is intended for use with PC-DOS or MS-DOS 
in microcomputers such as IBM PC/AT or compatible and 
is supported by a full complement of orientation (inner, 
relative and absolute) and data management programs. 

Many potential applications ofphotogrammetry are re
stricted by the necessity to employ a dedicated 
photogrammetrist without understanding the knowledge of 
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the PC users particular application needs. This has worked 
well in map production and most photogrammetric plotters 
are therefore designed for mapping purposes. The AP 190 
Analytical Plotter would allow an observer with reasonable 
stereo acuity to make his own direct observations and 
measurements. 

More details of product specification and prices are 
available from Cartographic Engineering Ltd., Landford 
Manor, Landford, Salisbury, Wiltshire, SP5 2EW. 

Roads to glasnost mapped out 
The Soviet Union's chief cartographer disclosed the la

test direction of glasnost - an end to intentional distortion 
of maps. Mr V Yashchenko said that the lifting of state se
crecy directives in force since the 1930's had allowed 
cartographers to draft new, accurate maps. He admitted that 
nearly all Soviet maps had been distorted since Stalin gave 
responsibility for map-making to the NKVD secret police 
in the late 1930s. "Almost everything was changed: roads 
and rivers were shifted, city districts were switched about. 
streets and buildings were depicted inaccurately, n he said. 
He added that a full range of maps of different scales and a 
new atlas would be ready for 1990. 

From th4 Daily Telegraph 3rd September 1988. 

OS going private? 
With a two day 'boot sale' earlier in the year, the clear

ing of the shelves and cupboards of the quarter-masters 
stores, is there a move afoot to sell off the Ordnance Sur
vey? The sale of memorabilia produced the following 
random thoughts. Drawing and surveying equipment once 
'signed out' to successive generations of cartographers and 
surveyors to produce maps of quality. Shelves now devoted 
to 9S software - is this surveyors'long combinations. Re
lics of a past age of freehand cartography before Letraset. 
Ivory handled drawing pens, mostly without the pea-like 
ball originally decorating the end, so often chewed off- ac
counting for cartographers being diagnosed with 
gallstones? Theodolites and plane tables, proportional 
dividers, Gunters scales, a field day of collectors items. In 
bundles of a hundred, 5" spring steel tubes from the days 
when economics demanded that a new pencil was only is
sued upon the production of a 3/4 n stub of the previous 
issue, with date. But who would want a hundred split steel 
pencil stub holders? There were a couple of test pieces of 
the Lord's Prayer written fifty times on an area the size of 
a three penny piece (when it was round). So much for the 
sale of memorabilia. What of the Ordnance Survey? Fol
lowing gas and water is the OS ripe for privatisation? Could 
it be up for bids? Would Hermann Haack bid? The Ger
mans printed a whole series of excellent 'Ordnance Survey'. 
maps during the war, at more reasonable scales and always 
acknowledging full credit to the Director General. Perhaps 
George Bartholomew or Michelin? Yes, the French taking 
over the national mapping of Britain. Could we expect ad
vertising promotions, with 20p vouchers off the next 
purchase, or a free gift - a 5" split steel tube perhaps? 
From AlanBDTllett 
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